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This report of activities during the past year to the many stakeholders in The Mulloon Institute 
(TMI) can only commence with reference to a great man, an incredible visionary, Antony Edmund 
Rundle Coote AM, or just Tony as we all knew him as. Tony, together with his wife Toni, were our 
Founders. The Mulloon Institute would not exist without them, without their commitment to the 
environment, farming and to society. Tony’s passing in August this year has taken TMI to yet 
another level as he bequeathed Mulloon Creek Natural Farms (MCNF) to us to ensure the incredible 
work he started can continue forever. An amazing legacy and generous gift to the nation. 
 
Tributes flowed from around Australia and the world and many hundreds of people participated in 
celebrations of Tony’s life at Royal Sydney Golf Club and in the barn at the “Home Farm” of 
Mulloon Creek Natural Farms (MCNF). And fittingly Tony’s contribution to landscape rehydration 
and regenerative agriculture was the subject of an ABC Australian Story broadcast at the end of 
October. 
 
One of those providing a tribute to Tony was our Patron and Soils For Life (S4L) Chairman, Major-
General Michael Jeffery. In praising the work and legacy left by Tony he gave a commitment that 
together TMI and S4L would continue his “plan to convert Australian agriculture to regenerative 
practices, and the formal education of our school children on how to look after our soil, water and 
plants, will be pursued with unrelenting vigour until the battle is won, because the consequences 
of losing simply do not bear thinking about.” We are privileged to have General Jeffery as our 
Patron and to be working with S4L with such common goals. 
 
Throughout the past twelve months I’ve attempted to keep you up to date with our activities via 
my monthly updates. From “Demonstration” December and “Jobs” January through “Fecund” 
February to the more recent “Opportune” October I set out the many achievements of TMI, our 
subsidiary Mulloon Consulting Contracting & Certifying (MCCC) and now our responsibility for 
MCNF. I refer you to all of those monthly updates but take this opportunity to highlight some of 
the key achievements and happenings. 
 
Huge steps have been made with our whole of catchment project, Mulloon Community Landscape 
Rehydration Project (MCLRP), since last year. A number of applications have been approved, on-
ground works completed on Mulloon Farm and Mulloon South and Westview underway as I write. 
Peter Hazell and Cam Wilson have done an outstanding job in designing the works and preparing 
the applications to achieve NSW Government approval and Peter and his team have very efficiently 
got on with the on-ground and in-stream works. 
 
 
Completing this total catchment project is our top priority as it will then become a signature 
demonstration project of landscape repair and rehydration. Our pilot project along 3km of the 
creek has always received widespread interest and support but a total catchment takes this work 
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to the next level. Luke Peel and his team under the guidance of our Science Advisory Council are a 
critical element of this project as they have gathered extensive benchmark data and now continue 
to acquire ongoing data as the works progress. 
 
We have had a very successful year of training through our relationship with Stuart Andrews and 
Duane Norris of Tarwyn Park Training. A number of four day workshops were completed with 
participants coming from almost every State and Territory. We are receiving an enhanced level of 
interest so will be increasing the workshops in 2019. 
 
Fundamental to the workshops has been the development of our “How to Guide”, formally called 
“Landscape Rehydration – Theory & Practice”. Peter Hazell and Cam Wilson along with the rest of 
our team have done an outstanding job in the preparation of this substantial document. Each 
participant of our workshops takes away a copy but we are giving consideration to how we utilise 
this important asset in the future given the investment in the intellectual property of it. At the very 
least it forms the basis for a broader curriculum for training in landscape rehydration and 
regenerative agriculture which is increasing in demand. 
 
Activity for TMI stepped up several gears in late October and early November, firstly following a 
much awaited visit by the Prime Minister, Scott Morrison. He not only came to see what we are 
doing but also brought along the Deputy Prime Minister, Michael McCormack, The Agriculture and 
Water Resources Minister, David Littleproud, and NSW Senator, Jim Molan. The visit was well 
covered by the media and strategically came the day prior to the Prime Minister’s Drought Summit. 
The visit was then closely followed by the Australian Story episode mentioned at the start of this 
report. The three events certainly raised the importance of drought resilience in the broader public 
and importantly the profile and the work of TMI. There is no doubt the Government Ministers were 
impressed with what we have achieved and resolved to see our work extended across the country. 
We were able to provide the Prime Minister with a framework and indicative costings to commence 
such work so it now requires positive action on their behalf. 
 
The feedback on the Australian Story has been very positive with support and enquiries coming in 
large numbers from all over Australia. The team have been very busy responding to the enquiries 
and between TMI and MCCC there is much to do in coming weeks and months. I very much feel 
the events of the end of October will be seen as a major turning point in engaging the broader 
community and governments in the importance of the work we have been advocating. 
 
Speaking of MCCC, our General Manager, Carolyn Hall, has provided a report on its activities which 
are now one year young. So I won’t go through the detail here but suffice to say what a great job 
she has done with a number of projects done, many in progress and a long list ahead. The 
connection into North Queensland through the North Queensland Dry Tropics NRM has been  
incredibly successful with Cam Wilson conducting three workshops in that region and a large 
delegation from there visiting us recently. Our work is vital for addressing sediment flows into the 
Great Barrier Reef and we look ahead to more work there prior to the wet season starting soon 
and with a flow of projects into 2019. 
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During 2018 we have continued our relationship with Rothamsted Research in the UK through John 
Crawford and Rose and I were pleased to visit there in June while in the UK on other business. We 
were able to meet with Australia’s High Commissioner to the UK, George Brandis, to discuss 
Australian UK collaboration post BREXIT. There is a good opportunity for collaborative research 
which we are exploring. 
 
In conclusion I thank all our wonderful staff, Carolyn Hall, Peter Hazell, Luke Peel, Cam Wilson, 
Kelly Thorburn, Jen Southwell and recently commenced graduate Bill McAllister. Peter and Kelly 
have also had the recent assistance of James Diack and Max Brunswick with respect to workshop 
organisation, volunteers and in-stream works. Thank you to Charles Cupit and Bedford CA and 
particularly Raymon Kaawi for your attention to the crucial finances of TMI, nothing is ever too 
much for Raymon. Also a big thank you to our many volunteer advisers, too many to list but the 
cross section of information and advice we receive is invaluable. I will highlight Professor Steve 
Dovers’ guidance of our Science Advisory Council and the strategic advice provided by Peter 
Howarth which I highly value. MCNF’s Manager, Michael Fitzgerald, has been a wonderful 
colleague to TMI and MCCC and along with his team, particularly Scott Middlebrook, assist us 
immensely with our work. Our success is their success and vice versa. 
 
Finally to my Board colleagues. With the additional responsibility of MCNF the Board’s role has 
expanded and without each of their expertise and input the job would not get done. Thank you 
Charles Cupit, Jim Guilfoyle, Diana Cavanagh and Richard Allsopp, your support has been 
unbending and consistent and crucial to our work. We welcomed Diana to the Board recently with 
her replacing her father and our Founder Tony following his passing. Having the continuity of the 
Coote family is a vital part of our future. I also thank our co-founder, Toni, for her continuing 
support of our work and the confidence she has placed in me and the other Directors to take 
Tony’s wonderful legacy forward and grow it into the future. 
 
Kind Regards 
 

 
Gary Nairn AO 
 
CHAIRMAN 


